10 reasons travel Vietnam trances foreign guests
Beautiful natural scenery, captivating unspoiled beaches, gentle people to shape
substance… There are too many reasons why Vietnam travel “scored” in the eyes of
the international visitors.
Gorgeous scenery
Vietnam does not have many of those places too fame as Niagara, the Sydney
Opera House or the Grand Canyon. However, this is actually a “hidden” jewel that
only those who arrive can feel. Vietnam has a lot of the places UNESCO honored by
the beauty and vitality of yourself as: Ha Long Bay, Cave of Phong Nha - Ke Bang,
Hoi An ancient town, Cham… But these places are not known to many around the
world, making overseas visitors amazed for Dalat and is a typical example. The old
French-style villa, next to the pine forest range vu in the wind and the red ripe
strawberry garden, prompting one to Dalat birdies also are in a city somewhere in
Europe or the unspoilt beauty relentlessly as Paradise Beach, Phu Quoc.
Where there are beautiful beaches which are famous in the world
With a coastline that stretches across the country, is also pretty easy to understand
when Vietnam has many beautiful beaches are amongst the top beaches of the
world. Nha Trang is a place where you can play the surfing. Da Nang beach is
known as a place where there are many romantic resorts for couples and families,
while Mui Ne will help you feel the wild sea scene, with the interesting dinner with
fresh seafood.
A cheap travel destination
The famous Vietnam is the ideal destination for guests who have limited funding.
Despite the escalating prices and the economy still more difficult but the cost of living
and tourism is still a lot cheaper than many other countries in the world. Restaurants
and hotels in Vietnam-wide development, and there are many diverse types to cater
for the different tourist object. The price of cheap food and in particular, the diversity
of the types of street food caused the visitors especially impressed with Vietnam.
Even when traveling to the most developed municipalities such as Hanoi or Ho Chi
Minh City, you can also spend the day with a price of about 15 dollars.
Easy visa travel
Foreign guests can easily apply for Vietnam visa at the Embassy of Vietnam abroad,
with the fast procedure and quite simple. Just apply at the embassy only takes about
1 week you will have the results. Or you can apply Vietnam visa on arrival online and
then get your visa stamp at the arrival airport, it takes only 2 days.
A great place to enjoy coffee
In Vietnam you can find these in most coffee shop across the street. Visit a café any,
call a black coffee or milk coffee, sit and watch the line back on the street is probably
one will make you experience unforgettable. For the young, who have never enjoyed
the rare style of coffee bệt in 30/4, Ho Chi Minh city.
Where you will find the unique travel experience
Vietnam has all the unique travel experience and fun, meet all the diverse needs of
visitors. From the visit and learn the life of ethnic minority families in the mountainous
north, or take pictures of sunrise in Hoi An, the sand sliding away at Mui Ne… You

make jewelry deals for learn the style of their own travel and you will recognize the
unexpected beauty in Vietnam.
Renowned for exquisite cuisine styles
Not only famous in the world with other dishes, noodle dishes of Vietnam were also
very impressed with the flavors and variety, are changed over every season and in
each different region. In the region of the sea such as Nha Trang, Da Nang, Vung
Tau you will easily find fresh seafood dishes, are caught in the morning and was
served with a very affordable price.
The beauty unspoiled natural landscapes
Vietnam was also the favorite foreign visitors by the unspoiled natural landscapes.
With a system of national parks across the country, help visitors can easily access
with the close to nature activities, such as hiking and birdwatching in Cuc Phuong
forest or sand, rent a jeep and walking in the Cat Tien National Park, a fast-track
surfing in Nha Trang.
There are many special traditional festivals
Thanks to the cultural history and long tradition of Buddhist influence, should
Vietnam there are many special festivals are taking place during the year. Most
important holidays with the Vietnam is Tet – this are the moment for everyone in the
family reunion and express his feelings with the grandparents, the ancestors. On this
day, people in the North will cook cakes distillation, while people in the South will
cook Tét cake with the hope on a nice new year. In Haiphong, probably the most
famous bullfighting festivals, the buffaloes won in the Festival will be offer for the
village deity. Vietnam’s national day holidays is on 2/9, foreign visitors to Vietnam in
this occasion will be enjoy the parades in many places across the country. Entire
streets on this day will be hanging the national flag of red and enjoy the fireworks at
night in the big city.
Where the people are friendly and hospitable
Like many of its neighbors in Southeast Asia, Vietnam also has a valuable asset
which is the friendliness and hospitality of the people. Everywhere you visit, you will
be greeted by the friendly smile and always get help when required. For example,
the people of hue with elegant style and sweet, people Hoi An known by the
honesty… If you have the occasion to the Mekong Delta, you will be extremely
impressed with the naivete and enthusiasm of the people of the region of the river
water.

